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Abstract

Many systems consist of a mixture of various resource types that together support better performance relative to those with a single
resource type. One important characteristic of these systems is the fact that the various comprising resource types can operate
on different timescales, implying that the corresponding control decisions are not made simultaneously. To address the resulting
scheduling problem, we present and analyze two variants of max-weight scheduling that are designed to deal with the different
timescales of such systems.
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1. Introduction

Present-day systems increasingly include adaptive infrastruc-
tures that can involve multiple types of resources. Examples in-
clude dual-sourcing inventory systems [1] (e.g., one supplier
faster than another supplier), communication networks with
noisy channels [2] (e.g., time variations in sources and chan-
nels), workforce management [3] (e.g., more experienced em-
ployees faster than less experienced employees), smart power
grids [4] (e.g., time variations in load and generation with
renewable energy), wireless communication with energy har-
vesting devices [5] (e.g., time variations in wireless transmis-
sion and energy harvesting), and hybrid communication net-
works [6]. In the latter case of hybrid communication networks,
which served as the original motivation for the present study,
we observe that present-day communication networks increas-
ingly consist of an adaptive infrastructure that may encompass
multiple instances of mobile networks (e.g., wireless and cellu-
lar networks, public Internet, and various private intranets) to-
gether with a wide range of communication technologies (e.g.,
3G and 4G cellular, wired and satellite networks) [7]. Many
of these systems exploit and interoperate with a diversity of re-
source types in order to increase both capacity and robustness.

One overlooked property in the literature relevant to systems
involving multiple types of resources concerns the operation
of the comprising resource types at different timescales. To
address this and related issues, there is an important need for
mathematical frameworks that support the design and adaptive
control of these systems. Such a framework includes funda-
mental performance limits and how these limits impact the de-
sign of adaptive control algorithms, convergence of these al-
gorithms in a multiple timescale environment, and assurance
of good performance under these algorithms. Our present
study seeks to establish fundamental properties of adaptive con-
trol policies for the optimal scheduling across various resource
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types operating at different timescales that ensures low delays
and high throughput.

We consider a general system that includes a mixture of var-
ious types of resources that operate at different timescales. To
elucidate the exposition of our analysis, we focus on a system
environment comprising two resource types with one working
at a faster timescale than the other. For example, in the context
of hybrid networks, the types of resources could be based on
satellite and wireless networks where the former operates at a
slower timescale than the latter [8], due to its larger propagation
delay and round trip time. We note that our analysis extends in
a straightforward manner to support an arbitrary number of re-
source types working at different timescales.

Given the popularity of the max-weight scheduling algo-
rithm [9] in operations research and related fields, we restrict
our attention to this class of adaptive control policies. Our goal
is to tailor this scheduling algorithm to system environments
with timescale differences and to derive its stability, throughput
and delay properties. While these fundamental performance
properties of the max-weight scheduling algorithm in single-
timescale systems have received a great deal of attention in
the research literature (see, e.g., [10, 11]), no previous work to
our knowledge has studied the performance properties of max-
weight scheduling in a system environment that comprises mul-
tiple types of resources operating at different timescales.

We speak of a fast resource and a slow resource, where the
allocation and feasible service rate over the slow resource re-
mains fixed for a long period of time relative to that of the fast
resource. This suggests an interesting new class of scheduling
problems in which the longer-term commitment of the slow re-
source requires more careful scheduling of both resources than
would otherwise be the case, possibly taking into account future
service on the slow resource when deciding on the usage of the
fast resource. Our study, for the first time, explores and mod-
els this scheduling problem involving different timescales, and
provides initial results on how to handle such environments. We
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